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The meeting was called to order at 3.30 p~.

AGENDA ITill-1 5 (continue~)

QUESTION OF PALESTI~TE

~ SALLAi! (Yemen) (interpretat ion from Arabic): Just a. few days ago
the United States of America once again abused the riGht of veto, as is customa~y
when the question of Palestine is considered in the Security Cotmcil. Despite
the insistence of the United States of AM.erica that no reference be made in the
draft resolution to Israel's responsibility for the unfortunate act perpetrated
by an Israeli soldier - who is also an American citizen - in desecrating Al Harim
Al Sharif and murdering innocent ~Torshippers in the Al Aqsa Mosque, and despite
the fact that some members of the United States delegation requested certain
Security Council members to abstain in the vote on the draft resolution, we
were surprised to see the Government of the United States of America deliberately
and wilfully vetoing the draft resolution.

He learnt afterwards that the United States of lunerica would have vetoed
any draft resolution submitted to the Security Council on the question of
Palestine before Israel's scheduled withdrawal from the last third of Sinai,
even if that draft resolution was in agreen~nt with the prinicples of the
United Nations Charter.
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It s,~e-'s that the Fnited States uoulc'. liJ::e to F'A.1:e it clep.r to the entire

"Torld that it is absolutely cl.eternined to fulfil its commitments

vis-a-vis the Camp David accords, even if t~ose ~o~!l\itments do not.brin~

abwt any just peace. Hay Israel enjoy this loyal ally that is ~eady even

to sacrifice its reputation and interests for the swte of a Zionist -gang

that is unaware of its true size and that disregards its reputation and

the interests of its people.

Is it in the interests of the United States to be hostile to 900 million, rycople

throughout the uorlll.? Is it in the interests of the United States to stand

by the rulers of Israel even if they a.re uront''? The peoples of the ~iiddle

East wish to live in peace, to apply themselves to the development of the

resources of their land, in order that the majority of then ~3.y enjoy prosperity.

~Iow'ev(r J Israel ~ 'Hhichi'1as creG.tel1, :Jythe United -Hations, 1-ras brou~ht up o.nd

ra~seu by the United States in the midst of those peoples in order to be a

thorn planted in the heart of the Arab irorld - in order to insult it~ intimidate

it, threaten it and destabilize it, as well as to immobilize its economic

development plans.

As a result of its acticn, the United States of America will reap

nothinc but uhat it hA-S SOHn. Israel has dismembered the Vd.ddle East completely

through the creation of hostilities and by sOlTing the seeds of dissent

::U'lonr; the nations of the worI-'" It has disseminated false rumours and allied

itself with one brother, pitting him against his fellow brothers and pittine

neighbour against neighbour~ as if it ,,,ere Satan incarnate.

The United States, as a super-Power and a Permanent "lember of the Security

Council has grave responsibilities: it must endeavour to establish its

policies in thi.:: ;~id(ne r~ast on the principles of justice' and equality~ it must

bridge the gap separating the parties concerned in the Hiddle East in order

to further the attainment of a just and comprehensive peace, instead of settine

one party aeainst another and instead of arming one party in order to control

and dominate the other; instead of inflamine passions among the parties and

beating the drums of "Tar.
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(!ir: Sallam, Yemen)

If as it claims, the United States is truly desirous of establishinc a
just and comprehensive peace in the Uiddle East~ it behoves it) first ~ to
recoenize the Palestine Liberation Oreanization (PLO») the sole, legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people ~ or to initiate a dialo~e with the
leaders of that organization, without prior recognition - that is the least
to be expected. Arr~{ dialo~ue that is opened bet~.,een the United States and the
PLO will dissipate the accumulated clouds and false, illusory doubts and promote
constant pro~ress towards laying the foundations of peace on a just and positive
basis, rather than on the basis of an unfair and unbalanced resolution of the
Security Council - 242 (1967) - which has been misinterpreted more than once by
the representative of the United States in reeard to its provision on the refugee
problem. As she is fully aware, that resolution in no way refers to the I

established inalienable national riBhts of the Palestinian people. As she is
also fully a~Tare, Israel interprets operative paraeraph2 (b) of Security Council
reSOlution 242 (1967) - ~Thich stipulates "For achieving a just settlement of
the refu[',ee problem;; - as a settlement not only for the Palestinian refugees,
but also for the Jewish refugees ~'Tho have immigrated to Israel from certain
Arab countries.

The representative of the United States mentioned that her Government
believes that peace:

(~Eoke in English)
\' can be achieved only through respect, reason and compromise':.
(A/ES-7/PV.17. p. 1>

(continued in Arabic)
The deleeation of Yemen is in favour of having recourse to those principles

in order to reach a just and comprehensive settlement in the Hiddle East, but
is the path of Camp David the sine qua non for implementation of such principles?

Hy delee:at ion maintains that the path of Camp David bas not achieved a just
and comprehensive peace in the l:liddle East: rather, it has created a temporary ~
and vTaning, peace between Egypt and Israel alone. This IIpeacel: is about to
collapse ~ any day now, because it ienores the core of the Uiddle East conflict:
the problem of the Palestinians and of Palestine. The deployment of forces from
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(I.tr. Sallw!h Yemen)

,

the l:nitcd States, the United Kingdom, France and other countries, or of a

so-called multinational force.) on the Egyptian border in Sinai cannot solve

the core of the problem but has further complicated and increased IsraelIs

isolation by puttine it in these new iron shacl~es. Israel's hope to conclude

treaties with its Arab neighbours patterned after Camp David will not be

realized, because the Arab peoples have learnt, through the proud people of

Egypt, which underwent this bitter and painful experience~ and which displayed

the utmost patience in its ordeal, the reality of the irresponsibility of the

American-Israeli design - clear to all peoples of the \oTorld - of forcibly winning

recocnition of Israel by its .Arab neighbours without solving the core of the

Hiddle East conflict: the Palestinian question. The international connnunit~r,

includine the United States, is well aware that the PLO is a full-fledeed

member of the Arab League.
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(Mr. Sallam. Yemen)

-- -.,---

Ny country further considers the representative of the PLO in Sana to

be the ambassador of the State of Palestine, and he enjoys full diplomatic

privileges and immunities in the Yemen Arab Republic.

The international community, including the United States of America, is

also fully aware that the Arab summit conference held in 1974 at Rabat

decided on 29 October of that year that the PLO is the legitimate representative

of the Palestinian .people. The General Assembly, at its tVlenty-ninth session,

adopted reso!ution 3236 (XXIX) on 22 November 1974, which affirmed that the

established national rights of the Palestinian people are inalienable,

especially its rights to self-determination, independence, sovereignty over

its territory and return to homes and property. At the same session,

the General Assembly adopted resolution 3237 (XXIX), also on 22 November 1974, in

which it sranted to the PLO observer status in the international Or6anization

and invited it to participate in all the work of the international conferences

convened under the auspices of the t~ited Fations.

The United States of America itself has recognized the legitimate

rights of the Palestinian people, in the Soviet-American joint statement

on the Niddle East issued on 1 October 1977. That statement said, inter alia 2

(spoke in En~lish)

"The United States and the Soviet Union believe that, within the framework

of a comprehensive settlement of the Middle East problem, all specific

questions of the settlement. should be resolved, including such key issues

as withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the

1967 conflict; [angfthe resolution of the Palestinian question, including

insuring the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people .•• 11

(continued in Arabic)

On the basis of that statement, the United States, no matter ho,r much it

may attempt to ignore the existence of the Palestinian people, who number

!~ million. or to ignore the existence of the PLO, the sole authentic representative

of that determined and steadfast people, cannot do so in the final analysis.

'Ihe attempts of the Unite(l. States of America to close its eyes to the very

existence of the PLO, and to 'Persuade the 1'1orld cornm.unity to accept its fallacious

pOlicies based on what it claims to be the establishment of peace in the Middle

East through the implementation of agreements similar to the Camp David agreement

are all doomed to failure: they can never achieve a just, comprehensive peace

in the Middle East.
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Therefore, it is useless to put pressure on the countries of the region

to make them sign agreements similar to the Camp David agreement. For no Arab

or Islamic country has the right to speak for the Palestinian people or

to engage in any dialogue on their behalf. Only the Palestinians may speak

on their own behalf, through the leaders of the PLO, the sole authentic

representative of the Palestinian people.

We are tired of hearing long, trite statements devoid of goodwill and

constructive ideas. Today, the world is awaiting a new peace initiative

outside this Organization, which has failed, and will fail in the future,

in its attempts to solve the. long-standing dispute in the Middle P.ast. That

failure is a result of the bias of United States policy towards Israel.

Looking objectively at the peoples of the Arab nation, and at the

Palestinian and the Jewish peoples, anyone can, ~ee that those peoples are tired

of war and desire peace. They wish to live side by side in permanent peace,

as they lived in the olden times in security and ~Tell-·being.

~W delegation therefore appeals to the international community - and

primarily to the leaders of the super-Powers - to bridge the gap between the

Palestinian cnd the Jewish viewpoints so that a comprehensive and .1ust peace

may be established in the Middle East.

Mr. THUNBORG (Sweden): Israel's withdrawal fron the Sinai was completed

yesterday. The Swedish Government welcomes that historic achievement, and

congratulates Egypt and Israel on having established normal and friendly relations.

The Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai stands out as proof that accommodation

and peace in the region need not be forever unattainable. For the first time in

history there exists today a recognized international border between Israel and

one of its neighbours. It illustrates the fact that the difficulties caused by

decades of hostility and distrust can be overcome by peaceful negotiations once

the political will is at hand.

This positive ~evelopment has not, however, eased tension around remaining

problems at the root of the Middle East conflict. On the contrary, developments

elsewhere in the region give increasing cause for alarm. The massive violation

of the cease-.fire in southern Lebanon that was carried out by Israel on 21 April,
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resulting in death and destruction, must be condemned. Israeli sources are quoted

as having pointed to Israeli casualties suffered in soutllern Lebanon as one of the

violations of the cease-fire that had triggered the Israeli raids. Casualties

suffered by Israeli soldiers who have crossed the border into Lebanon cannot

be construed as a violation of the cease-fire and cannot be accepted as a pretext

for air striltes against that very country.

My Government urgently appeals to all parties to exercise the maximum

restraint and avoid further violations in southern Lebanon, so that the cease-fire

can be fully restored and maintained.

My Government has also noted with grave concern the series of distur~ing

developments in the occupied territories. He deplore the dismissal by

the Israeli occupation authorities of the Mayor and Municipal Council of

El Bireh and of the Mayors of Nablus and Ramallah. Those measures have only

served to provoke strong reactions from the Arab population. The violence and

loss of life that followed the Israeli actions cannot have come as a surprise

to the Israeli authorities. The occupying Power carries a major responsibility,

and should act inwediately to rescind its decisions concerning the elected

officials. To replace democratically elected leaders in the occupied

territories with others for political reasons is reprehensible.;~

.._----
~~ IJr. LeRWaila (Botswana), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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No progress seems to have been made in the central issue of the conflict,

namely, the future of the Palestinian people and of the rcr:cininc- occupied

territories. In our view, a final peace settlement can be reached only in

negotiations between the parties concerned. Israel and the Palestinian

Liberation Organization (PLO) must face one another at the negotiating

table. The PLO must recognize Israel's right to exist within secure and

recognized borders. Israel, on the other hand, must recognize the legitimate

national rights of the Palestinian people, including their right, should

they so wish, to establish an independent State. Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), supplemented with the recoBnition of

the national rights of the Palestinians, contain the basic elements in any

just and lasting settlement of the Middle East conflict.

In conclusion, I wish to refer to suggestions put forward at this

session that would call into question Israel's standing in the Organization.

~tr Government is firmly opposed to any efforts aimed at excluding Israel

from full participation in the work of the United Nations. Furthermore, the

universality' of this Organization is one of its most important assets. The

proposed review by the General Assembly of Israelis status in the Organization

appears to be an attempt to move towards exclusion of Israel through a

procedure other than that foreseen by the Charter. For those reasons, my

Government stron~ly opposes the proposed review. We believe that action by

the General Assembly to exclude Israel would be extremely harmful to the

United Nations, since the Organization would then be takin~ a step towards

abdicating its role as a universal forum and would be losing some of its moral

authority to act in the interest of peace in the l!iddle East and elsevThere.

(Mr. ELFMCI (Suda~) (interpretation from Arabic): The Eeventh

eroer~ency special session of the General Assembly resumes its proceedings

against a backdrop of grave developments in the area of the Middle East which

certainly disrupt the security and safety of the peoples and States of the

area and threaten ~eace and security in the world. Between thG suspension

of the seventh emer~ency special session in July 1980, and its resumption

on 20 April 1982, a series of grave developments has taken place, represented

by the aggressive Israeli practices both within and outside the occupied Arab
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territories against the Arab nation in its entirety and against the

inalienable Palestinian rights in particular. During the interval between

the suspension of the seventh emergency special session and its resumption,

Israel has, with impunity and in complete disregard of international law~

the Charter of the United Nations and other t~eaties that regulate relations

among States and peoples, annexed the eastern part of Jerusalem and

bombed the nuclear r~actor in Iraq~ thus arrogating to itself the licence

to violate Arab air space and to kill innocent citizens in Lebanon. Hundreds

of people there have become victims of shooting~ which could only be described

as wanton~ on the part of Israel. Israel has also dismissed the elected mayors of

El Bireh, Nablus and Ramallah and inflicted draconian measures there. It has

annexed the Syrian Golan Heights in pursuance of its policy aimed at changing the

demographic character of the occupied territory and at defacing its Arab

identity and forcing its original inhabitants to leave.

Israel's activities did not stop at that, but went so far as to desecrate

the sanctity of Al Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock. Recently its

aircraft bombed Beirut and the adjacent villages and inflicted death and

destruction on the innocent Palestinians in those areas.

All those developments demonstrate the following established facts. First,

Israel is persisting in its aggressive and expansionist policy and refuses

to abide by the Charter of the United Nations and to implement the relevant

resolutions of this Organization since they are incompatible with Israel's

expansionist policies and aggressive practices which aim at aChieving

the strategic objective of building an illusory State with no definite borders.

Secondly, by pursuing its aggressive policies and refusing to comply with the

Charter and United Nations resolutions as well as international law and

treaties and by persisting in its occupation of Arab territories and

threateni.ng Arab citizens - their existence, their territory and the permanence

of their property, their traditions and places of worship - Israel is pushing

the whole area of the Middle East gradually towards the brink of

conflagration and thereby threatening peace and security. not only

in the Middle East but throughout the world.



Thirdly~ the failure of the Security Council to discharge its

responsibilities as set forth in the Charter to maintain international peace

and security makes it incumbent upon. the General Assembly, in accordance

with Article 10 of the Charter and General Assembly resolution 377 (V), to

assume its responsibilities in the maintenance of international peace and

security and to bring about respect for the Charter and the implementation

of United Nations resolutions.

Sudan believes that the General Assembly,in assuming its responsibilities

today for the maintenance of international peace and security, should reaffirm

the following. First, no comprehensive, just and lasting peace can be

established in the Middle East in accordance with the Charter of the United

Nations and the resolutions of the Organization without the full and

unconditional withdrawal of Israel from all the Arab and Palestinian

occupied territories, including Al Quds Al Sharif, and there can be no peace

without a just solution to the Palestinia.n problem on the basis of the

restoration to the Palestinian people of all their inalientable rights.

Secondly, the General Assembly must reaffirm the inalienable right of the

Palestinian people to return to their homeland and property in Palestine,

from which they were displaced, and their right to self··determination and

the establishment of an independent and sovereign State on their territory.

Thirdly, the General Assembly should once again reaffirm the right

of the Palestine Liberation Organization, the legitimate representative of

the Palestinian people, to participate on an equal footing in all efforts,

deliberations and conferences concerned with the Palestinian question and

the situation in the Middle East within the framework of the United Nations.

Fourthly, the General Assembly should rt~ffirm that all the provisions

of the Hague Convention of 1907 and the Fourth Geneva Conference relative to

the Protection of Civilians in Time of War~ of 12 August 1949, apply to all

the occupied Arab territorie.s and that all the parties to those Conventions must

respect the obligations set forth therein.

BHS/flns A/ES-7/PV.19
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Fifthly, the General Assembly at this session must adopt and impose on

Israel all the stringent sanctions within the framework of the Charter and

reaffirm that Israel's record and measures, as well as its continuous violations

of the United Nations Charter and international ~aw and its aggressive response

to all United Nations efforts and resolutions confirm that Israel is not a

peace-loving State and that it is not fulfilling its obligations under the

Charter or those contained in General Assembly resolution 213 (Ill), adopted

on 11 May 1949.

In conclusion, we wish to point out that all eyes are focussed today on

the area that for three decades now has been torn by Israeli aggression,

occupation and torture, and on the General Assembly during this emergency

special session. Everyone is calling upon the General Assembly to take every

possible suitable and effective measure to oblige Israel to respect the Charter

of the United Nations and the principles of international law and human norms.

!-h". YANGO (Philippines): On 25 July 1980 - almost two years ago -

His Excellency Mr. Carlos P. Romulo, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the

Philippines, deliveredthe policy statement of my delegation before the seventh

emergency special session of the General Assembly. In accordance with the

Philippine position of principle on the question of Palestine, my delegation gave

its whole-hearted support to resolution ES-1/2, which, inter alia, reaffirmed the

inalienable rights in Palestine of the Palestinian people, including the right

to self-determination, without external interference, and the right to national

independence and to the establishment of its own independent sovereign State.

The Philippine delegation has requested to be allowed to speak on this

important item today because of our profound and grave concern over recent

developments that have unfolded in the Middle East, which hamper

the adv~ncernentof our collective search for a Just, comprehensive

and lasting peace in the area. The outbursts of violence in the occupied

Arab territories of the West Bank and the acts of sacrilege against

the Holy Places in Jerusalem, which are revered and venerated

RG/1/m,il A/ES-1/PV.19
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in the hearts an'1 sculs of three great monotheistic faiths, have claimed

the lives of so n\W1Y innocent people. Only a few da;ys ago the Israeli

air force strucll: at Lebanese villages south of Beirut. Both sides claim

that they have been provoked by the other. Be that; M it ma;y, we should now

more than ever be apprehensive that these types of incidents could result in a

catastrophic explosion in the region and escalate into widespread war.

The fragile atmosphere of peace that has reigned in the region for

the last nine months is in serious danger of being swept awa;y by these

violent incidents, with ominous consequences for international peace and

security. Every effort must now be made to restore and maintain the

cease-fire so painfully achieved between Israel ~~d the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO).

For those reasons, my delega,tion views as most timely the resumption of

the seventh emergency special session of the General. ~sem:bly to consider anew

the question of Palestine, ",vhich is at the core. of t··, ..Tiddle East I,roblem.

The Philippine delegation joins the Secretary-CC\rl..'. in calling upon

the parties concerned to exercise the utmost restraint ~~ ..ag this extremely

dengerous period and, at the same time, we urge them not to resort to the use

of armed force but to settle their differences through peaceful means. It is

the earnest hope of 'lIlY delegation that our deliberations will result in

meaningful efforts for the a.chievement of a just, comprehensive and lasting

solution to the long-festering problem of the }·fi.ddle East.

It is 'lIlY delegation I s view that the present trend of even'j;S in the Sinai

should give us some measure of hope and encouragement. The full withdra",'ial of

Israel Which took place yesterd~ - 25 April - should be recognized as a

milestone in paving the wa;y for the quest for a comprehensive peace. He should

be pleased to give credit to Israel and Egypt for the agreement they have

achieved in the Sinai. It is a point of departure for possible peaceful

agreements in other areas of that troubled region.

The Philippine position on the question of Palestine has time and again

been amply enunciated and defined on numerous instances in this forum and

in the Security Council when ",ve ",vere one of its non··permanent members from

1980 to 1981, as well as in other international forums. ! should like briefly

to summarize it this afternoon:
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First, the witlldr~wal of Israel from all Arab territories occupied

since 1967, includinB Je~~salem;

Secondly, the recognition of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian

people to self-determination~ including the right to establish its o~rn

independent State:

Thirdly, the full implementation of Security Council resolutions 21~2 (1967)

and 338 (1973);

Fourthly, a special international reg1me for the city of Jerusalem,

as called for in General Assembly resolutions 181 (11) and 191~ (Ill):

Fifthly, the participation of the PLO, the representative of the

Palestine people, on an equal footing, in all efforts, deliberations and

conferences on the question of Palestine and the situation in the ~uddle East

within the framework of the United Nations; and

Sixthly, neBotiations for peace among .the parties concerned.

In keeping lv.Lth these basic principles, the Philippines has lent its

firm and unflagging support to all constructive and positive moves to solve

the question of Palestine. It is regrettable that fresh causes have been added

to compound the gravity of the situation.

Instead. oflv.Lthdrawing from the Arab territories it has occupied since 1967,

including Jerusalem, the Israeli Government has been perpetuating its presence

in these territories by establishing settlements and it has also annexed

East Jerusalem and, most recently, the Syrian Golan Heights. These unilateral

measures and actions taken by Israel to change the physical character,

demographic composition and institutional structure or status of the Palestinian

and other Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem, have not

been recognized by the international community and they have been denounced as

illegal. Moreover, Israel's policy of settling parts of its population and

nelo1 iIllJlligrants in these territories runs counter to the Fourth Geneva Convention

relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. The recent

disturbances in the Hest Bank are to a considerable extent attributable to

Isra.el 's policy of occupation.
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It has been the consistent view of my deleGation, and it is shared ~y

many others, that should Israel "li"thdraw' from the Arab and Palestinian

territories it has occupied since 1967~ including Jerusalem; the prospe~;.~

of. peace in the region would be greatly enhanced. At the same time,

however ~ ,.,e must recognize the realities in the r.tiddle East. Israel's

continuing intransigence is a direct effect of its concern over its safety.

Israel's right to e:dst ,'1ithin secure and recognized boundaries ",ithin the

ter'nlS of Security Council resolution 21~2 (1967) must also be given adequat

consideration and must be recognized.

The Philippines has closely examined the evolution of this problem ever

since it was first discussed in the United !Tations. We have not spared any

effort to achieve our common goal, that is~ to bring a just, comprehensive

and lastin~ peace to the region.

It has become increasingly evident to us that - and this lle strongly believe ..

a solution to this problem is within the realm of reality and that it is
possible without resorting to the threat or use of armed force. The

Philippines believes that it is vitally important that both Israel and the

Palestine Liberation Organization, the representative of the Palestine

people; be involved in any peace process. Each of them must recognize the

other's right to exist in the region. This process of mutual recognition

built on mutual trust and confidence will enable them to resolve their

nifferences and learn to live in peaceful coexistence.

The path to peaceful negotiations among the parties concerned has beeu

clearly set out and identified in numerous resolutions of the United

Nations, in particular Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973). This assemblage of nations lnlich represents humankind has

the opportunity to make a momentous contribution to the advancement of world

peace and understandine together with the parties concerned. I therefore

appeal to the parties concerned to display the necessary political courage

and to co··operate lrithus in this historic endeavour for their own good.

It is in the light of those considerations that my deleGation ",ill consider

and act on auy draft resolution that may be presented to this Assembly.
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Sir, please convey to His l!Jtcellency Hr. Ismat ICittani

my delegation1s Great pleasure at seeing him presiding over this resumed

seventh emergency special session. His task is enormous and his

resronsibilit~r great ,but. 3iven his proven wisdom and patience, it is the

fervent hope of my delegation that he will lead this session to a positive

conclusion.

r_\1r_.__M_AR~_II_U_.un_\D::.;;AIi~m;:;.T;;;;A~(Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish):

In view of the unstable~ tense situation in the world today~ Member States of

the Organization are meeting again in this fortun to resume the seventh

emergency specdal session of the General .'\.ssembly in order to continue

considering the question of Palestine.

The reason for these meetings is not just a matter of form. nor is

it a coincidence; quite the contrary, the Assembly is meeting because of

the regrettable situation of constant violence that persists in that

important &zoea of the Middle East.

In view of recent events which daily affect international peace and

security in that area, the United Nations has spared no effort to see that

Israel abides by the purposes and principles of the Charter of this

Organization and by the various Security Council and General Assenlbly

resolutions designed to eliminate every act of hostility. At the same

time,the international community has repeatedly stressed the importance of

finding appropriate ways to bring about a negotiated, r,0~ceful soluticn

to the question of Palestine, which to our mind cannot be attained without
recognition of the legitimate and inalienable rights of the people of

Palestine.

~le delegation of Venezuela) consistent with the ideals that gave rise

to this Organization, is taldng part in this debate in order to reaffirm

its conviction. that any act entered upon unilaterally without assessing the

whole set of problems of the region will render ~ore distent a just and

comprehensive solution of the situation in that vitally important area.

Venezuela does not deem it fit to involve in this matter interests

alien to the countries and peoples of the l.iiddle East because that would

hamper proeress towards a permanent peace s and the latent instability of the
region l~uld be considerably increased.
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Venezuela reiterates its clear conviction that in order to overcome

the problems we must base ourselves on the follo,r.ine fundamental principles: the

right to existence of every State in the area; the risht of every State to live in
peace within secure and recognized boundariesj the unacceptability of the

acquisition of territory by war) the cessation of the pOlicy of

occupation~ ,r.ithdrawal from the territories occupied by Israel in 1967.

Of course J as "1esaid at the outset, the le6itimate and inalienable

rights of the people of Palestine must be recognized.

Because of that position Venezuela has fir~ly supported the various

resolutions on this subject that have been adopted by the Organization,

such as Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973); and General

Assembly resolution 3236 (XXIX) and rp-solutions E8'7/2 ~nd ~R-7/~, adopted et

the first nnrt of this ereer~ency special session. ~bre recentlv~

Venezuela has also supported General Assembly resolutions and Security

Council resolution 497 (1981), whereby it ,~s mude clear that Israel's

annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights lacks any legal validity.
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llith regard to recent events in the region, Venezuela ,·rishes to express

its deepest rejection of and sorrow at the sacrilegious acts carried out against

the faithful at 'Worship in the Dome of the Rock and in the Al Aqsa Mosque.

Similarly, we condemn recent attacks carried out by the Israeli air force

in southern Lebanon and north-east of Sidon, which left dozens of dead and

"rounded, and acts of violence in the Hest Bank and the Gaza Strip carried out

by the Israeli police authorities.

In closing, we express our conviction that a just, conlprehensive and

lasting peace in the Middle East will be possible only if con~itions for

dialogue are created as the express manifestation of the political will of

the parties involved and through the effective application of the machinery

available to the international community. To our mind, the recent events in

the re~ion in no ~,'a:v favour the establis~rnent of' sucr conCitions 'for

peace, which we are sure is the aspiration of the peoples of the !1iddle East.

I'Ir. I·mAUI ZENT.IU!. (Morocco) (interpretation from French): The United

Nations, together with its principal bodies, the General Assembly and the

Security Council, as well as its subsidiary bodies, has never throuChout

its history accorded so much anxious attention nor devoted so much of its

pr~cious :.iLle to a sine:le question of national liberation as it has done and

continues to do in the matter of the nuestion of Palestine.

One should certainly not conclude that,. since habit blunts the senses,

t~e avalanche of recrimination ap"sinst Israf"l wUl soon tire il"lterne.tional

opinion.

For Israeli a6gression against the inalienable richts of the Palestinian

people in Palest;.ne has meant, for the aggressor, on tr..e ot'le 1'.a.no e>:nansionist

action a~ainst the nei~hbourin~ Ara~ States~ part of' whOse territories are

today still captive as a result of despicablehageling and, on the other hand,
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an attempt to pervert or eliminate all the syracols and all the Arab features

of the Palestinian territories~ particularly against the Islamic and Christian

Holy Places, embarrassing witnesses to the validity of the rights and the depth of

the roots of the original inhabitants of Palestine.

Such behaviour continues to stir up throughout the world justified emotion

and revulsion, to such an extent that international peace and security are each

day brought closer to the edge of the precipice.

In recent years there has been a catastrophic acceleration of the process

established by Israel to realize its colonialist and expansionist goals in

Palestine and throughout the region.

The occupation of Arab territories after. the six-day war of 1967 uas the

avowed point of departUl'e for the implementation of the Zionist dream of

greater Is~ael, to the detriment of the Palestinian people, first of all, but

also at the expense of the neighbouring Arab countries.

A rapid overvieu of the grave events which have be"Jet the region since

that time is highly instructive: The attempt to set fire to the Al Aqsa

Mosque in 1969 by an Israeli, already described then as mentally deranged,

eloquently illustrated the avowed intent of Israel to destroy the Islamic

Holy Places of Jerusalem in the vain hope of finding or restoring hypothetical

Jewish historical vestiges.

lvlol:'e recently, the declaration of Jerusalem as the united and eternal

capital of Israel gave rise to such feelings throughout the world that the

Security Council unanimously considered it to be null and void and demanded

its immediate rescission.

The wanton aggression against the Iraqi peaceful nuclear reactor in Tammuz

was, for the entire international community, action that should be, and indeed

'-18S, condemned, in that it tended quite simply to prevent an Arab country from

gaining access to peaceful modern technology - access which is the duty and

right of all responsible and independent countries Which, like Iraq, have

given proof of their devotion to the United Nations and the principles of the

Charter.
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The recent leaislative measures taken to annex the occupied Syrian Golan

Heights were, in their turn, unanimously rejected by the international

community by application or the basic principle or the· non-acquisition or

territories by rorce and the need to respect the provisions or the Fourth

Geneva Convention in the occupied territories.

The beginning or 1982 was ma:-ked by.a new episode in the implementation

of the Israeli plan purely and simply to annex the occupied Palestinian

territories - the dissolution or the municipal councils and .the dismissal

ot the elected mayors or El Bireh, Ramallah and Nablus and their replacement

by Israeli civilian and military orficials, as a stage in definitively

restoring those territories to Israeli sovereignty.

The specific threats to the security and territorial integrity of

fraternal Lebanon were and still are so real that the question facing the

United Nations and roreign ministries is no longer one of possibility, but

relates solely to their date and extent, and the wishes expressed no longer

are addressed to the Israeli aggresso~ to renounce its acts of aggression,

but to the Lebanese and Palestinian victims to arm themseves with patience,

selr-eontrol and sacrifice. Finally, there was Easter Sunday, 11 April,

when at least one armed Israeli soldier in unirorm entered, in the full

view or his colleagues, the Holy Mosque or Omar in Jerusalem to so,., terror

and death and cynically to desecrate the Holy Place or Islam, venerated by all.

That bloody and profane action perpetrated in Jerusalem against an

Islamic Holy Place belonging to our most sacred religious patrimony is neither

an isolated act nor a chance occurrence. And it is that which maltes it so

serious. For, since the Israeli occupation or Arab Palestine and the

Holy City or Jerusalem, an insistent campaign has been maintained by archa.ic

religious movements, ,·,hose influence extends to the spheres of po'''er , with

the twofold aim or eliminating the Arab-Islamic reatures or Al Quds and or

bringing about the departure of Arab populations deeply rooted in the Holy City

and in the country rcr. n:cre than a m:l.llenium.
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Those attempts caused such resentment throughout the Islamic ",orld

that the Moslem community began to close its ranks in order to organize the

defence of its common values and to promote an action of greater solidarity

to benefit international harmony and peace. I am talking about the creation

of the Organization of the Islamic Conference and the Al Quds Committee,

which is the direct outgrowth of that.

The A1 Quds Committee, presided over by His Majesty King Hassan II,

undertook a remarltable task of bringing about rapprochement and understanding

bet,,'een the Islamic community and other cOllllllunities, with the explicit aim of

maldng a positive contribution towards building a world of tolerance, peace

and human fraternity.

The Holy City of Jerusalem and the cause of the Palestinian people

offered a very propitious occasion to manifest international solidarity and

common feelings of justice and fairness for peoples Which have been oppressed

or 'Those religious interests or feelings of piety have been jeopardized.

'.
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It is in that context, at a time when the Islamic commu."1ity ~ which

represents almost a quarter of humanity, was demonstrating such devotion to

the most reliable human values and a willingness to co-operate to protect

and promote them, that Israeli behaviour both against the inalienable rights

of the Palestinian people and in the occupied Arab territories, and

particularly against the Islamic Holy Places of Jerusalem, constitutes a

series of the most intolerable and most irresponsible provocations against

that action for peace and concord in one of the most sensitive regions of

the world.

I do not want to miss this opportunity to commend the tireless and

very laudable efforts of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable

Rights of the Palestinian People on behalf of that fraternal people ~ and in

particular the efforts of its Chairman, Ambassador Sarre of Senegal, to which

we owe the convening of this special session that has brought us together today.

In the face of this unrestrained behaviour,supported by extravagant

Israeli and non-Israeli financial and military means, the Palestinian people

has been fiercely resisting, even shedding the blood of its children and youth,

armed with only stones perhaps but also animated by infinite courage and

determination. This tenacious struggle by the Palestinian people which has

gone on for decades under the guidance of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO), its sole, legitimate representative, deserves all our

admiration. I should like to assure the Palestinian people and its organization,

the PLO, on behalf of the Kingdom of Morocco, its people and its King, of

our entire solidarity and support until the total restitution of its inalienable

rights to return to its land, to self-determination and to the creation of its

independent State on its national territory, and until the liberation of the

Holy City of Jerusalem.

The paralysis of the United Nations or its inability to help bring

about a rapid, just and equitable solution to the Palestinian problem cannot

but imperil ever.more each day international peace and security in the

region .and also in the rest of the world.
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It is in order once and for all to prevent Israel from rE!ceivinB

encouragen~nt and the ITp.uns necessary to pursue its aGgressive, provocative·

and expansionist pOlicies that the It.enl::er countrie... 'JS well as the United

1'Tations as a whole must take all the enforcement r~easures provided for in

Chapter VII of the Charter to safeguard international peace anC'. security

when they are so dangerously threatened by hehaviour such as. that of the

Zionist State.

Ms. GONTHIER (Seychelles): Recent events in the Middle East point to

an escalation of tension in the area fuelled by a foreign PowerwhJse real motive

hardly suggests it to be in the genuine interest of the people of

that area.

At the core of the ~liddle East conflict over the last two decades has

been primarily Israeli continued occupation of Arab territories taken

largely after the six-day 1967 Israeli war of aggression against the Arab

people and annexations.

Secondly, and most importantlY, has been the question of whether the

Palestinian people will remain homeless for ever, without a national sovereign

State of their own.

The international community, through the United Nations, has adopted

numerous resolutions affirming both the inalienable right of the Palestinian

people to a national homeland and Israeli unconditional withdrawal from all

occupied and annexed Arab lands as a prelude for any plausible and lasting

peace in the area.

Anything bypassing or rationalizing these fundamental elements of the

Middle East question is devoid of reality and wishY-1·rashy, to say the least.

To approach the Middle East equation on a piecemeal. basis or as a tripartite

package is simply to compound an otherwise very clear problem.

The Middle East does not constitute one country or ~\{O in the area;

nor is ona super-rower qualified to determine the fate of several hundred

million Arab people in collusion with one or two indiv.idua1s, however seeminBly

courageous or statesmanlike.
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Israeli-occupied Arab land indeed far surpasses a stretch of land in one

sovereign State in the area. It involves other territories of sovereign States

in the area still occupied at this hour or recently officially annexed. That

is why the so-called Camp David accords of 1979 are not taken seriously

by either the majority of Arab people in the area or the international community,

because they are simply smacking of the old colonial game of "divide andrule ll
•

And it is not surprising that, far from bringing about a comprehensive peace

in the area, the accords have achieved nothing and have precipitated catastrophes

in the area.

If it does not sound kindly to the authors of the accord~ neither does it

sound kindly when the accords choose to ignore the principal forces of stability

and peace in the area - the struggling Palestinian people.

Foreign Powers with'5trate~id' interests in the area need to know that

their continued presence and their taking "a leadli in the affairs of the

Middle East can be assured only if these basic elements in the best interests

of the Arabs are taken into account. otherwise, the Middle East, with its

endless lessons not lacking in history, is not an easy Hhorse" to ride.

The question of Palestine is as old as the United Nations itself. The

United Nations has ~ince its incepticn lived this question, as did the League

of Nations before it, because it is one of the questions which demands a just

solution and whose continuation constitutes a heavy burden on the

conscience of the world. Yes, even in the worst soul, there comes an occasion,

however transient, when the conscience speaks. "Te await that moment.

Today, after almost two years, I address this Assembly again on the

same ques:ticn, during the resumption of the seventh emergency special session with

a feeling of deep sadness, frustration and, yes, disillusionment, because I

can repeat today without any change what I .stated then. If we are to add anytbing

it is to provide additional evidence of Israel's crimes against the Palestinian

people inside and outside occupied and annexed territories and its continued

chBllenge of the United Nations and international legitimacy.

The tragedy continues. Unarmed students and other persons ure shot

dead, holy places of worship are desecrated, elected councils and mayors

have been declared illegal, and so on. Neighbouring territories, for example

Lebanon and Iraq, are also victims of aggression.



In the Middle East, Israel continues, like its ally tIle Botha regime in

South Africa, to defy international public opinion with impunity by pursuing

its expansionist and murderous colonial policy. It is clear that in the case

of Israel we are caught in the same toils as we are in the case of South Africa. In

other words, beca.use of the many kinds of complicity between Zionism Q..'ld

apartheid only collective enforcement measures under Chapter VII of the United

Nations Charter stand any chance of leading to a positive result.

As in the past, my country continues to demonstrate its unswerving

solidarity with the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Palestinian people

in their heroic struggles against the aggressor and invader. The Republic of

Seychelles recently won a great victory over an aggressor and invader, nnd

so will the Palestinian people.
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Mr. RASOLONDnAIBE (Madaga.scar) (interpretation from French): As a

good many delegations have already emphasized, when it became necessary to

reopen 'the Palestine file, the central part of the Hiddle East problem, He could

have chosen .no one better suited than ALlbassador Kittani of Iraq to conduct

our business. Since he was kind enough to honour by his presence the

~unisterial Meeting of the Co-ordinating Bureau of the Non-Al1gced Countries,

recently held in Kuwait, he is familiar Hith the reasons for the decision to

call for a resumption of the seventh emergency special session of the

General Assembly.

lfuile everyone agrees on the urgent need to establish a just and lasting

peace in the Middle East, Israel's policy seems to consist in preventing any

real progress in that direction and in maintaining a constant state of

tension, if not terror. After the raid upon the Tammuz nuclear facilities, the

Security Council a.nd the Genera.l Assembly, in turn, had to take up the question

of the annexation of the Syrian territory of the Golan Heights, the repression

against the inhabitants and the elected officials on the Hest Bank of the Jordan,

as well as the murderous sacrilege committed on Easter Sunday in the Al Aqsa

I\fosque.

The present debate had hardly begun "Then the Israeli air force violated the

hard-won cease-fire in southern Lebanon, reminding us, unfortunately, of the

ever-latent risk of large-scale conflagration \Thich jeopardizes international

peace and security. Let us add, in this respect, that the highly a.dvanced

militarization of the region accentuates this risk and stresses the

irresponsible nature of Israel's escapades.

Serious as it is, the upsurge in tension in the Middle East remains above

all the symptom of a deep anomaly - the lack of a solution to the question of

Palestine. Indeed, unless this question is settled, together with that of the

other occupied Arab territories, the international community can look forward

only to a periodic resurgence of confrontation, if not armed conflict, and to

being a helpless witness to the inherent limitations of the United Nations

peace-keeping operations which have proliferated in the region.

MP/bo/gt A/ES-7/PV.19
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This fear: unfortunately, becomes a certainty ~',hen we note that by

its conduct Israel seems to have chosen deliberately to widen the psychological

g&p betueen it and its Arab and Palestinian neighbours. And "'hen we

read recent press corrments on Israel's stiffening attitude towards Bo-called

territorial concessions~ no one can fail to fear the worst as to the future of

the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories. ~'Yithout a doubt, the United

Nations can and must prevent thp irreparable - the annexation of those

territories in the name .~ as ne can guess - of the security of the Je\'lish State.

The Organization can and must prevent the violation by one of its Ilemcers of

the principle which prohibits the acquisition of territory by force. It can and

must ensure that Israel withdraws from the occupied or annexed Arab and

Palestinian territories.

In accordance with its previous decisions, it can and must guarantee

the exercise of the right of the Pe.lestinians to return to the homes from

which they were driven out, or to be compensated in accordance

with General Assembly resolution 194 (III).

Above all, and at the ,risk of contravening its owa Charter or

renouncing its roission~j the United Nations must guarantee the exercise by

the people of Palesti.ne of its right to self·-determination, includ.ing the right

to set itself up as anindepeDdent; sovereisn State in Palestine. This

implies that no move or solution on Palestine can be valid without the

participation of the Palestinian people, represented by the Palestine Liberation

Organization, on an equal footing with the other parties.

To say that those principles are in keeping with the Charter' is

to assert that unless they are respected there can be no just or valid

solution. Those ,rho wish to limit the scope of those principles or to delay

their implementation assume the responsibility of violating the Charter and

international law~ of unduly prolonging the suffering of the victims of

illegal occupation and of endangering international peace and security.
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Quite simply, the notion that a people can buy its safety at the price

of an injustice imposed on its neighbour, or neighbours, is a too dangerous

notion on which to base peace in the Middle East.

For its part, the Democratic Republic of Madagascar cannot conceive that

the interests of any country at all can be placed above the principles of the

Charter and justify defiance of United Nations authority. Quite the contrary,

because we recognize the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people

and because we stand side by side with it in its struggle, we cannot be

satisfied until that people's rights have been restored and until it has

obtained justice and regained its dignity, its freedom, its independence and

its sovereignty over the land of its ancestors.

Mr. TRAORE (Hali) (interpretation from French): Need it be recalled

that the United Nations ~Tas conceived as the most reliable haven of peace that

mankind has ever Itno~m'l The drafters of the Charter knew the price that had

to be paid to save the ~Torld from apocalypse. In their wisdom and in their

determination to preserve peace, they were unanimous in recognizing that, in

the absence of peaceful solutions ·to grave threats to the peace, strenuous

specific measures 'fould cave to be taken to avert any new outbreak of terror

and destruction born of war.

Our Governments accepted and ratified all such measures in adhering to the

Charter. The Security Council, during its deliberations on Palestine, ought

to take account of this international imperative. The primary responsibility

conferred on it - to. safeguard and maintain peace - obliges it to do so. In

this coc:exion t the provisions of Chapter VI:'" of the Charter should be applicable

to any Mp..mber State, without exception, that imperils peace.
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Unfortunately~ that has not been the case, and it must be noted that our

Organization had barely been created when it had to inscribe on its agenda

a most serious item: a breach of the fragile peace which had just been

established after terrible years of destruction, suffering and death. That

item was the question of Palestine, or to put it another "'Tay, the question of

the political future of the Palestinians, who had been unjustly sacrificed to

rectify another injustice, of which they had not been the cause. In that

rectification, furthermore, many of them had made the ultimate sacrifice.

Since that time, the General Assembly and the Security Council have

ceaselessly debated a problem the lack of a solution to which nearly brought

the whole of mankind to the brink of a new 'world conflaeration seven years aBO.

And we still have before us the question of Palestine~ the question of the fate

of the Palestinians~ who, tired of political timidity and equivocation~ have

taken up arms to gain the right to existence enjoyed by other peoples.

As we have said before, the question of Palestine has been on the aBenda

of the United Nations for a lone time) yet exceptional measures have not been

adopted to meet a most exceptional situation in a considered, lucid manner.

It would seem rather that the United Nations has lost its proper capacity

to oppose with all its strength a further outbrew~ of violence against a people

whose sufferin~ is made Imown to it every day: the Palestinian people. It

would seem that the Organization has gL~11 way to a certain fatalism, which

is based in part on the myth of maintaining strate~ic alliances - which are,

as is lU1o~n,fragile because they are born of a specific set of conditions.

It would seem that the Organization has decided to be an indifferent spectator,

watching the grawth of the flames which are now consuming Palestine - and

therefore the Middle East - and which are already licking at the security of

us all. It would seem that there is a desire to attack the crecH.bility of

the Organization.

The unquestioning friends of Israel will bear a heavy responsibility in the

eyes of history. l~e know the price mankind had to pay for its indifference and

blindne~to breaches of international peace and security. We know the price it

had to pay for its lack of resolve and for not having joined together in time

to put an end to militaristic adventures.
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By calling for 'the resumption of the seventh emerge~cy special session of

the General Assembly~ the non-aligned countries, through their Co-ordinating

Bureau, desired once again to shoulder their international responsibilities

and to promote further reflection on the scope and deterioration of a

situation whose cons.tant uorsening places our future in constant danger. The

recent events in Palestine show yet again that notwithstanding its proclamations

of peace, the Tel AvivGovernment is sticking to its global strategy to push

forward the borders of its country~ restricted onlv by its military strenr·th

and its O~nl notion of what constitute the limits of its security.

It was i.n accordarce "dth the guidelines of that strategy that the Golan Heights

'",ere annexed, a.lon; ~rit~l Jerusalem,. <lespite t~e fact that it is the COT!1l'non

heritage of mankind. It was in accordance ~vith that global stratesy that the

Tarnmuz centre was bombed, although it was designed and built for the peaceful

uses of nuclear energy. It was in accordance with that strategy that the

Municipal Council of El Bireh was disulved and the Mayors of Nablus and Ramallah

removed from office. It was in. accordance with that strategy that Israel

violated the cease-fire agreement with Lebanon and the PLO by bombing the

outskirts of Beirut at the very time when we were beginning the work of this

session, which had been convened to find a peaceful solution to the painful

situation in Palestine.

There is, alas, tragic logic in the behaviour of the makers of war and

the conquerors: the logic of seeking to legitimize the progressive satisfaction

of their 'l;8rritorial appetites by invoking 1; :arined threats to thdr mm

security; the logic aimed at depersonalizing the populations under their

yo~~e and at trying to obliterate their civilizations - and all this takes

place after territorial expansion has been perpetrated in violation of all

legal nor"'ls.

To cite but one ex!.uple in the realm of edication and culture, Bir Zeit

University was closed. by the Israeli authorities. Professors includinr; foreir,ners,

were arrested there. And what reason was used to justify these actions, when

courses took place there in the same conditions as in any university bringing

tOf,ether young people before they go out to partici~ate in the political~ economic

and social development of their country? It was simply - quite Sil~ly - that young

Palestinians uere reflecting there on their future and on the future of

Palestine. Basically, Palestine ue.s beinr. promoterl .. as thouc:h Palestine had
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never existed or as if it no loncer existed: as though General Assembly

resolutions 181 (Ill) and 194 (Ill) were nothine but prehistoric memories.

In fact ~ by promotion of Palestine we must understand that, despite occupation,

the Palestinians intend to remain faithf-\ll to their culture, and that the

attitude of the Bir Zeit students is a symbol of the determination of all the

schoolchildren and students in Palestine., of all the young people of that country

to remain what all of them have never ceased to be: Palestinians.

One of our proverbs in Ma~i has it that by trampling on a man's feet, by

trampling on a man's body, you can do him violence, but you can never rob him

of his destiny, that is, of his raison d 'etre. The raison d'etre of the

Palestinian people is the reconquest of their ancestral homeland. That is what

they are resolutely and irreversibly engaged on, under the dynamic and far

sighted leadership of their sole and legitimate representative~ the Palestine

Liberation Organization. Their raison d'etre is fidelity to their ideals and

beliefs. As early as 1979 their land was the sitp. of a sacrilegious act which

aroused the indignation of all those who respect free choice for all in their

approach to extra-human problems. The same kind of act was repeated on

11 April 1982 ~ on a day when Noslems and Christians were ,,,orshipping the Creator

with the same ardour: the Al Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock ,,,ere sullied

and partially destroyed, and many believers were killed there.
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This sad record of hatred and bloodshed was. lip.htly attributed to someone who was

mentally deranged. However, it was not the bullets of that cri~inal that cut do~~

the young Palestinians who, with bare fists~ expressed their an~er in Jerusalem,

the anger of their people, that of millions of Hoslems 'oTho, throu~hout the "lorld,

and in particular in the Republic of Hali? stoppec'l ''1Ork for one day to lo1arn

humanity of the existence and manifestation of a form of dominatine madness that is

a forerunner of ni~ht and fog.

The situation which has prevailed for a long time in Palestine shows~ if

additional proof were needed, that Israel cannot assure the security of the

population which has fallen under its control. It cannot carry out the oblip.ations

of the Fourth Geneva Convention, of lQ49, relative to the Protection of Civilian

Persons in Time of War. The dele~ation of Mali believes that the United Nations

shoulcl draw thE:' necessary conclusions.

The resumption of the seventh emer~ency' special session of the General

Assembly has therefore opened in an atmosphere filled with even more dangers for

peace. The Charter recommends that, as far as possible, we should search for

peaceful solutions to international disputes. The proposals made in this res~ect

are too numerous to count; they are precise and clear: they relate, need we recall,

to the recop-nition and the exercise of the inalienable rip.hts of the Palestinian

people, in particular the risht to live freely and to return to their homeland, in

which they must be the sole master of their political future. They reco~nize the

futility of any attempt to restore peace in the Middle East without Israeli

withdrawal from the occupied Arab territories, including JerusalelTl, and lTithout the

direct participation of the PLO in peace ne~otiations.*

The deliberations of the General Assembly on the Middle East have been

enriched by dozens of proposals along the same lines. He note also in this

connexion the important statements recently mad.e in particular durinp: seminars on

the question of Palestine held by -parliamentary groups, by groups of States, and

especially the non-aligned countries, whose Co-ordinating Committee met in special

session in Kuwait from 5 to 8 April 1982 on the question of Palestine and published

a final communique at the end of its work containing a programme of action, all the

provisions of which are in keepinp: "rith the Charter of the United Nations and which

only seeks to restore peace in the Middle East.

* Mr. Thunborg (S'o1eden), Vice-President ,took the Chair.

--~-~~~~----- ._-~
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The restoration of peace in Palestine is, as we know, a sine qua non for the

restoration of peace in the Hiddle F:ast. It is a sine qua non for redressinp: the

present troubled international situation.

The delegation of Mali has many times affirmed the legitimacy of the

liberation strup,~le of the Palestinian people. That strug~le derives its

legitimacy from the Charter of the United Nations, which recop:nizes that every

people has the rip:ht to freedom, self-determination and sovereip:nty. It draws

those rights from international law, which recognizes that every people has the

national right to survival, to freedom of expression and to the democratic

realization of its profound aspirations. He reaffirm those rip,hts for all those

who have forp:otten or have never known the horrors of ,.,ar.

In solidarity with the Palestinian people in its struggle to live in dignity,

the people of Mali, its Party and its Government express the firm hope that finally

the present session of the General Assembly will unanimously recognize that without

a just solution to the question of Palestine it will only have postponed a

cataclysm which could engulf us all.

Mr. ASHT~ (Democratic Yemen): He are not at all surprised that both

Israel and the United States have strong reservations about the resumption of the

seve~th emergency special session on the question of Palestine. Obviously, the

United Sta.tes 'o1Ould prefer to have the question of Palestine and that of the Hiddle

East dealt uith exclusively in the Security Council, ,.,here it recurrently uses its

veto pO'''er to block even the most reasonable resolutions. Indeed, the United

States wishes to diminish the role of the United Nations, and especially that of

the General Assembly. where it frequently finds itself estranged from the majority.

But, more than that, American diplomacy in the Middle East is conducted with total

disregard and even disdain for the United Nations. lfuile posing as an arbiter in

the Middle East conflict, the United States is promoting its own strategic

interests~ which not only coincide with that of Israel but are more often

determined by it. It is needless to reiterate once again that American policy

towards the Palestinian people is formulated in Tel Aviv, not in Fashington.

Hence, the United States is not even allowed to deal with or recognize the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole and legitimate representative of

the Palestinian people.
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He can understand, then~ why the Permanent Representative of the United States

is unhappy about the resumpt.ion of this session. '''e co.n also understand why she

cOuld not say a word about the latest Israeli bombardment of Palestinian refup:ee

camps and the innocent civilian population in southern Lebanon ~ not a word about

the dismissal of c1emo~:raticallY elected ms..vorsin the Hest Bank~ not a uord about

the imposition of constraints on the freedoms and rights of Palestinians in the

'-lest Bank and Gaza:. not a word about the confiscation of land and the expansion of

settlements; nota word about the annexation of the Golan: not a word about Israeli

repression and brutality; not a word even about the desecration of Holy Places in

Jerusalem. "le can understand all that because Israel has become AmericL IS

frontline in the Hiddle East, but we must enerpoetically condemn such a big Power

that is so insensitive to human sUffering and to the political fate of a whole

people~ the Palestinian people.

In her statement in the General Assembly last week, Mrs. Kirkpatl'ick

highlighted two points; first, the ar~ument that the General Assembly does not

contribute to the maintenance of peace in the Middle East .. indeed, she

rhetorically asked whether peace was even the goal of this Assembly; secondly, the

fixation of American policy on the Camp David formula as a total prescription for

peace in the Middle East. To underline this American apnroach she said: tl. •• we

believe that Camp David offers the only viable basis for a settlement that will

determine the final status of these territories I' (A/ES-7/PV .17? P. 6), meaninp;the

Hest Bank and Gaza. Thus we are told that the United r:Tations is not qualified to

deal with the question of Palestine, not~nthstanding the fact that it was the

General Assembly that gave legitimacy to the Zionist State. He are also told that

the Palestine question should be rele~ated to the corridors of Camp .David.
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Yesterd8¥ - 25 April - ne ,·dtnessed the dead end of the Camp David path,

,·men Israeli forces terminnted their occupation of the Sinai, leaving behind

American soldiers and a neutralized Egypt. Yet Camp David remains an

obsession for the United States. I,pt us nevertheless F.l'.:lk ~''''''at Cf1rnp !)avi.~

offers the Palestinian people. Firstly ~ the Palestinian people and their

authentic representative, the PLO, Here neither consulted nor made part of

negotiations that purported to solve treir nrohlpM.. Secondly, the Camp

David agreement altogether ignored the rights of the Palestinian people to

self-determination, as well as their political and national rights. Instead~

Camp David addressed itself to what is called the inhabitants of the West Bank

and the Gaza Strip. And, thirdly, the so-called full autonomy envisaged in

the Cmnp Da.vid agreement proved to be a mere mechanism to tighten Israel '.s

grip on the Uest Banlt and the Gaza Strip, paving the lT8¥ for total annexation.

Indeed, the recent desiBIlation of the so-called civil administration is a step

in that direction.

It is obvious, therefore, that the United States stands, not for peace

in the Middle East, but for peace for an expansionist Israel. The American

approach certainly runs contrary to .the verdict of the General Asse!'1hl,r, as

formulated in its reSOlution 3236 (XXIX). If the United States finds

itself internationallY isolated, along with Israel, it is precisely because

it can deal ,nlth the question of Palestine only through the Israeli perspective.

Gone are the d.avs ~Tren the TTnite(l Rtates could. bully the ~'eneral Assembly and

dictate its Olm resolutions, and the time ionll come "Then Israeli arrogance

will be shattered by the Palestinian revolution.

Hr. FARAH DIRIR (Djibouti): At this resumed seventh emergency special

session, the General Assembly is once again debating the ilQuestion of Palestine tl •

Each time, this dehate has taken place against a background of renewed

violence and escalation of terror by the Israeli occupation forces in the

occupied Arab territories.

I am very confident that, at this difficult moment, tre cO!!lT)etence of the

President of tr.e General Assembly as a great diplomat, his vast experience

in the affairs of the United Nations and. his deep faith in the ideals
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and objectives enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations will enable this

boQy to discharge its duties in a manner compatible with the principles and

the Charter of the United Nations.

The frequency with which tragic incidents are occurring in the occupied

Arab territories is very discouraging and, indeed, frightening - discouraging

because we have not been seeing within or outside the United Nations

peace-keeping forums any encouraging signs for appropriate solutions;

fricrhtening because, unless effective measures are immediately taken to

prevent fUrther deterioration, we might unfortunately witness the emergence

of a ne,.,. phase in which these serious developments could lead to eventual

explosion.

Israel has broken the criminal record of lawlessness by its belligerence

towards the Palestinians and other Arab nations. At a time when the

international community is alarmed at the mounting international tension in

many parts of the world, Israel has chosen to add fUel to the fire by the

provocative acts of aggression, renewed escalation of terror and violation

of the rights of the Palestinian civilian population perpetrated by Israeli

forces on the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip.

During the eventful period of the past fe"T weeks, the Israeli forces of

occupation have removed elected Uayors frcmtheir posts, disbanded municipal

councils and replaced them by subservient and malleable elements of questionable

credibility. Unarmed civilians have been terrorized and schoolchildren killed~

torture and arbitrary arrests and detention have been institutionalized; and the

emerging order of the day has been a situation in which the Israeli armed

settler gangs run amok throughout the occupied Arab territories, inflicting

heavy casualties on the lives and properties of the Palestinian and other

Arab peoples.

The premeditated atrocities perpetrated by the Israeli forces

of occupation have obviously led to the outbreaks of violence and contributed

to the worsening of the already explosive situation.

It was regrettable that the Security Council failed to adopt the draft

resolution in document s/14943, dated 1 April 1982, in which Israel was called upon

to rescind its decisions to disband the elected municipal. council of El Bireh

and to remove from their. posts the mayors of Nablus and Ramallah. Israel was

also called upon to cease forthwith all measures applied in the West Bank,



including Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights, and was again reminded

that such acts contravened the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention

relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949.

The failure of that draft resolution was followed by the

day-by=day escalat.ion of viol.ence committed by the Israeli forces of occupation

against the Palestinian and other Arab peoples in the occupied Arab territories.

These atrocities have been highlighted by the shooting and wanton killing

in cold blood of two Palestinian civilian worshippers, followed by a shooting

spree by Israeli soldiers, who severely wounded over 100 Arab worshippers in

the Al Aqsa Mosque, which itself suffered considerable damage as a result of

this despicable act of sacrilege.

The desecration of '~"e holy shrine of the Al Aqsa Mosque has hit the

Moslem community of the world hard in its soul and inflamed its anger 

rightly so, because the Al Haram Al Sharif is a place of special sanctity to

Moslems, since it is the first Kiblah and the third place of veneration,

after Mecca and Medina, in the Islamic faith and a place where the Prophet

Muhammad - peace be on Him .. made his celestial journey on his winged steed

Al Buraq.

In its outrage the Moslem community of the world denounced in the strongest

terms the profane acts of violence perpetrated against the Al Haram Al Sharif.

It made the now-well-documented solemn declaration that Wednesday, 14 April 1982,

would be a Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People in their righteous

and heroic struggle for their inalienable rights to self-determination and the

establishment of an independent State of Palestine on Palestinian territory.

This outrage felt by the Moslem community, though peaceful in nature,

obviously led to the presentation of the draft resolution in document S/14985,

dated 20 April 1982, to the Security Council, in the fervent hope that the

Council would this time discharge its responsibilities by taking the necessary

action to safeguard the rights of the Palestinian people and the other Arabs

in the occupied Arab lands, in a manner compatible with the principles and the

Charter of the United Nations.
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Regrettably, hO\Tever~ the Council once again failed to adopt a

draft resolution which riGhtly condemned in the strongest terms the

appalling acts of sacrilege perpetrated within the precincts of Al Harwn

})'J. Sharif in Jerusalem on Easter SUllday, 11 April 1982.

This uas another slap in the face for the international community

as it fell into line with Israel's intention. It has always treated with

contempt all the resolutions and decisions of the Security Council and

the General Assembly and given them a deaf ear.

None of the resolutions and decisions adopted by the United Nations

has prevented Israel from perpetratin~ open aggression aGainst the

Palestinians and other Arab people in the occupied Arab land.

All the repeated appeals and pressure of the United Nations on

Israel to bring it to stop its agGressive measures against the Palestinians

and other Arabs in the occupied Arab territories appear only to have added

iD~etus to Israel's impudence in cO~1itting more crimes.

tlhenever the population of the occupied Arab territories has rightly

expressed its opposition to the illega1, and agGressive measures, the

Israeli forces of occupation have in r~s~onse always resorted to brutal

methods of repression designed to destroy the will and determination of the

Palestinian people and other Arabs in the occupied Arab land.

The Israeli occupation forces have in their repressive measures

inflicted cold-·blooded murder on the Palestinians, destroyed their

propertY1 displaced them from their homeland, dismissed and degraded their

leaders and deported them to alien land, where they have always suffered

the indignation of alien status~ and in the vacuum that has resulted Ist'aeli

settlements have been created.

The Israeli occupation forces have created these new Jewish

settlements as a crucial and dangerous element in the fulfilment of the

Israeli expansionist policy of converting what had been the occupation of

Arab territories into annexation.

In this illegal process Israeli settlers have been enticed to the

new settlements from lands far away from the. occupied Arab land. These

new settlers have been given so-called incentives to develop and protect

their new haven, which has been forcibly transferred to them from its
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rightful Arab owners. These Israeli settlers have been armed to the

teeth and have been incited against the Palestinian civilian population.

Even at this moment we keep hearing the alarming news of fresh

pro~ises of the Israeli authorities to establish new Jewish settlements

in the occupied Hest Bank and Gaza Strip. l'lhat is really happening there

is a tragedy in the making.

Zionist Israel has in its defiantly ar,p,ressive behaviour towards the

Palestinians and other Arabs gone beyond the borders of the occupied

Arab territories. In less than one year the Israeli air force has violated

the territorial integrity of all of Israel's Arab neighbours by trespassing

in their air space. The Israeli air force has bombed the Iraqi nuclear

research installation in Osirak, near Baghdad, causing considerable loss

of life and property. The Israeli forces have regularly violated the

sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon. It is only four days since

squadrons of Israeli jet fighters blatantly attacked south of Beirut,

killing many innocent civilians and causing .a considerable number of other

casualties and much loss of property. The Israeli authorities have called

that vicious attack on the Lebanese and Palestinian people a warning

operation. Prior to that barbaric aggression, and in preparation for it~

Israel propagated the sinister allegation that the Palestine Liberation

Organization had broken the cease-fire. The delegation of Djibouti

denounces this relentless Israeli propaganda against the Palestine

Liberation Organization and the Palestinian people, which is no more than

a premeditated design aimed at creating a confused pretext to launch an

aggression against the Palestinian Liberation Organization and southern

Lebanon. This vicious attack also revealed the Zionist policy aimed at

intimidating the Palestinian people and weakning its determination fully

to exercise its right to establish its independent State of Palestine in

Palestinian territory.

The truth is that whatever actions the Israeli authorities have taken

in the occupied Arab land have become extremely provocative in nature

and have therefore maintained the volatile and explosive situation in the

loIiddle East.
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The internation~l community has rejected &nd re~urQs as illegal the

sinister Israeli action to annex the Holy Cit~- or Jerusalem as the eterna.l

and indivisible capital city of the Israeli regime and to alter the character

and status of the Holy City.

The annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights by the Israeli forces was

also an irresponsible act of violation of the United Nations principle

concerning the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war and

has been declc.red to have no legal validity ''1hatsoever.

"nlatever action the Israeli authorities may undertake to change the

institutional structure, demographic nature and geographic character of

the occupied Arab territories~ including Jerusalem~ is regarded by the

international ~ommunity as completely illegal and rejected as null and void.

Israel should lesist from its imposition of Israeli laws and jurisdiction

on the Arab population in the occupied Arab territories.

The delegation of Djibouti calls upon all freedom- and peace-loving

nations to exert concerted efforts in applying economic, political,

diplomatic and military sanctions against Israel to ensure that it

recognizes the Palestinian rights to sovereignty over Palestinian land,

to Palestinian self-determination and to the establishment of an independent

State, including sovereignty over the Holy City of Jerusalem.

It is high time that Israel realized that the core of the Arab

Israeli conflict is the Palestinian question, and that unless a final

solution is arrived at it will be impossible to bring about a just and

lasting peace in the Middle East. ~ie strongly believe that there cannot

be a durable settlement of the problem of the Middle East if the legitimate

rights of the Palestinian people are denied. We equally believe that no

peace settlement in that region can be negotiated without the participation

of the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole representative of the

Palestinian people, as a full partner in all negotiations that directly or

indirectly concern the Palestinian people. Only the total withdrawal of

the Israeli forces from the Arab territories occupied since June 1967,
including Jerusalem, can lead to the establishment of a lasting peace in

that region. It is high time that the realities of·the Palestinian

question dawned in the minds of the Israeli authorities and their ardent

supporters.
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FinRlly~ as the General Assembly concludes its consideration of the

q'lcstion before it~ it must shoulder its responsibility to take the

appropriate action available to it in the process of sateguardin~ the

principle of restoring peace and security in the ~tiddle East.

~lr •__GAUCI (17a.lt.a): As this emergency special session draws to

its end, what are some of the salient points that emerge from the latest

round of discussions?

On the credit side~ to my mind~ it would be churlish not to recognize

the significance of the fact that for the first time in nearly two decades

territory illegally occupied by Israel through the use of force has now

been returned to its rightful sovereignty through negotiation.. Equally ~

however~ we cannot ignore the fact that this restitution was in any case

proper and overdue. '~e also have to malte it clear that the act of

restitution in itself does not generate the right to compensation by

expansion in other illegally occupied territory.

------ -..J
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On the fundamental nature of the question of Palestine, however, the

scales ~re danserously tilted towards despe~ation and disaster.

This debate is therefore as necessary and timely as the repressive

actions that gave rise to it are reprehensible. Those violent Israeli acts

can no longer be camouflac;eCl., a.s they were in the past, since international

,concern has now been fully aroused. Repetition of details will. only dull

their :i.mpe.ct ~ yet the loss of life cannot but "Teigh heavily on our collective

conscience.

The dream, of Israel as well as of the Palestinians, hes turned into

a niGhtmare. Israel seeks to distract our attention by focusing on events

else'There~ the Palestinians, on the contrary, continue to a.sk for our help.

This is the pattern of the past~it will also be the pattern of the

future if this Oreanization once again fails to come f~~y to grips with

the situation.

(me· sobering ref1exion is that this emergency special session has

resumed at a time "Then the stakes involved have never been se 1.. •.. ,:.:. The

recent entan~';lin~ escalation of force and violence in the occupied Arab

territories illustrates once u~~in that events in the Middle East possess a

trauic dynamism of their OlTnj they will not wait indefinitely for constructive,

comprehe:.'lsive and decisive action. As long as some of the protagonists faU

to recoBllise this f~ct, we shall continue to face injustice, to face violence

anCl. to see the scars of conflict. No peace for the countries involved,

no peace for tIle region, no peace for their neighbours and instability
throuBhout the world: that is the grim perspective ahea.d.

The 1.atest crisis in the 2,200 square miles. of the occupied Hest Bank

is the most intense and significant since the illegal conquests of 1967.

It is also the inevitable outcome of the past 15 years of Israeli occupation

policy and its repressive denial of the legitimate riGhts of the Palestinian

peopl".
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In the past two years that policy, given its ~ost insidious application

by Deft>!lc(~ Minister P-haron, has resulted in the cancellation of the 1980

municipal elections, ,~e dissolution of various popular or6anizations, bomb

attacks, dismissals and deportations of popularly elected officials.

In recent weeks the international community has "i-linessed the "Tidespread

use by Israeli troops of live ammunition to disperse crowds~ the ir.lt:csltion

of a military curfew on more than 50,000 people in a single day, arrests

and other flagrant aClJS of intimidation.

~ath practically every passing day, Israel establishes more settlements

in the occupied territories and strengthens eJ~istin5 ones, thereby consolidating

its presence. The Arab population is ~eing pushed back into small ahettos or

enclaves ~ the Israelis are intent on cutting the body of the Arab Uest Bank

to pieces.

Israeli settlers in the Hest Bank .::m·, number some 25,000 to 30,000

persons. But plans are afoot for a further 12 to 18 settlements in the

Hest Bank by 1985. Hhile the homela.nd of the Palestinian people is subjectec'l,

to constant erosion, the new settlers represent a broadening constituency

which reGards the area as a.n intearal part of Israel. The point of no return

may have already been reached: a point where political and physical considerations

,.,ill mal.e ,-dthdrawal an extremely elusive operation.

The Israeli Government's self-styled iron-fist policies effectively create

a double standard of justice: one law for the Arabs and another for the

Jewish settlers in the areas of civil justice, property coni1~~ation, strangulation

of the major sectors of the economy, health care and even academic freedom. In

the face of such injustice, the Israeli Government recently declared '

unconcernedly that its ne'" security policy in the Hest Dank ,.,ill Ilcontinue ,.,ithout

denur ll
•
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In such circumstances, Israel's offer of personal autonomy is meaningless.

It does not go beyond asking the Palectinians to accept the present unjust

~~ quo as being leaal and permanent. It is difficult to imaginE:' an offer

less likely to be accepted. At the end of the day, the inhabitants of the

Hest Bank face Hobson fS choice. Civilian or military administration, autonomy

or no autonomy, what they face is continued Israeli rule and.extendina

Israeli cOlcr.ization of their land - hence their legitimate call for help.

Dut where is our response? ~fuere, in the words of Anthony Lewis of

The Ire,r York Times, is the universal ou~~cry against such suicidal Israeli

follY? The Security Council remains rnute~ in its decisions, paralysed

by inaction. Israel derives encouraaement, and ,raves of its planes recently

attacked villages south of Beirut, thereby shattering a fragile nine-month-old

cease-fire. Once again, friendly Lebanon has become a synonym for senseless

destruction, bloodshed and slauehter.

And yet the path to peace in the l~iddle East was traced by the United

I,rations, throUCh its Cornmittee on Palestine. alnost six years ago. The

historical evidp'l1cr', hi.:;hli::hted by the most recent events, once aaain clee.rl~'

demonstrates that peace simply cannot be secured by subjugation tbroueh the

use of superior military force. The prescription for peace - a just, democratic

and honourable peace .. lies in the supervised implementation by the Security Cour..<:il

of the recojmuendations of the Conwittee.

At the recently concluded Seminar on Palestine held in Valetta, Malta,

a prominent British IJember of Parliement observed that the Palestinian case,

once stated, is irrefutable. That was the conviction of the Committee when,

free from the pressure of immediate events, respectful of the previous dE'''isions

of the United Nations, it submitted its recommendations. The mecbers were glad

to have them repeatedly endorsed by an impressive majority in the General Assembly.
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Our convictions have been verified time and time asain, whenever we placed

our case before an objective audience, as was the case only two weeks ago.

Tile dispossessed Palestinians, despite their disappointments and their

sUffering, continue to place their faith for an equitable but peaceful

solution in this body - in the United Nations.

~le most salient aspect of the Committee's recommendations is that

the Palestinians are the only people who have not attained in practice what

the international COlilI'lunity has authorized in theory; they alone continue

to be denied a State of their o,·m, their rightful place amons the brotherhood

of nations.

In broad ternls, those who subs~ribe to the principles of the United

Nation~Yet hesitate to accord support to the Co~~ittee's reco~endations

should not fail to consider that implementation of those recommendations

does not overlook the legitimate concerns of any State or people in the

Uicldle East.

Tb be more specific, all nations should also note that theprocess

recommended by the Committee advocates a role for the Security Council, where all

the l~e:l'ties to the lIic1cUe J.?ast conflict are represente(1~ so that no s5.nale party

will be in the position of havins its preoccupations overlooked. On the one

hend, the recommendations uould utilize the so~·far untapped potential of oche

Uni"'ceclNations to secure justice for the Palestiniar.s; on the

other hand, the recommendations would constitute an essential but. preliminnry

requirement for peace in the wider MidcUe EAst conflict.

Implementation of those recommendations would tbus bring about a t;,"iUlilvirate

'i 4efits: justice. peace and a seminal role for the United Nations in

that process.

The present situation surely requires more than a ritual wringing of

hands followed by the deafening silence of inaction on those recommendations.
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The quasi-unaniMous endorsement of the recor~cndntions would therefore be

a positive step in the direction of ending the current stranglehold of violence,

gradually reversing the trend away from disaster and illegal occupation, and

·towC'.rds peace. It may be late in the day, but recent history provides ample

evidence that nlternative o.pproaches are unrealistically thin on th~ ground.

The responsibility of the United Nations - the Security Council in p~rticular ..

in this matter ha.s never been clearer. The key to peace in the Hiddle l!;r.st

should be firlnly grasped and resolutely a.cted upon.

The representa.tive of Israel has heaped scorn on the Ccn~ittee, on its

members and on its recommendo.tions • .! have tlYself had occasion in the past

to take issue with his unfounded accuso.tions and erroneous interpretations.

His attitude, though perhaps understondo.ble within the context of Israeli

policy, is nevertheless regrettable and shortsighted - because what Malta,

as 0. member of the Committee, hOos consistently striven to sec .. re is 0. lasting

peace in which Isro.el will find acceptance among its neighbours. In the words

of n~ Foreign ~linister:

"It is to be stl'essed that at no point in its recornmendations

does the Committee question the risht of any State in the region of

the Middle East to exist, or to retain those rights and prerogatives

belonging to any Member of the United Nations. l'1hat the Committee

does stress are the duties and obligo.tions incumbent upon any State

in fulfilment of its formal comitments as 0. member of the

international community."

Another Maltese Member of Po.rliament, nt the same Seminar in Valetta,

wrote on the human dimension of the question in the following terms:

tlThe question of Palestine is 0. complex political problem. He

talk about goverlUllent policies, the play of the super-Po,,,ers, the

shifting of bOUIldaries, the recognition of rights, the imposition of

laws and regulations ,and similarly related matters.

t~e however tend to forget that besides all this there is the

biggest problem of them all·~ the human problem. In our heated

discussions and prolonged negotiations one tends to forget that,
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after all, it is fellow human beings who are suffering in any conflict 

on whichever side they may be.

'If' ..<ffering and deprivation are not made less painful by being 'for'

or 'agninst'. The death of an Israeli soldier is no less painful to his

family than the death of a Palestinian soldier is to his family. The

psychological impact of war on children's minds is the same be they

Israeli or Arab. Any suffering is part and parcel of the sufferings

of humanity.

"Hhoever is responsible should see to it that there should be no

more wasting of time in finding a solution. Time wasted means lives

wasted. Civ:.tlized countries spend unlimited amounts of money and human

effort to save one single life. Why should we behave. differently when

our challenge is not one human life but hundreds and thousands,

perhaps even a few millions?ll

This is the answer that we have to provide. European Members of Parliament

taking part in the Valetta Seminar have responded to the requirements of the

situation in an appeal to their Governments for constructive action. The

General Assembly can do no less, and the Security Council will have to assume

its responsibilities for the promotion of peace. It is only in that way .that

the prospects for peace and security in the Middle East can be advanced.

The PRESIDENT: We have just heard the last speaker and thus

concluded tne debate.

PROGRAMME OF \-lORK

The PRESIDENT: I understand that consultations are still goine on

regarding the draft resolution on the "Question of Palestine ll and that it is

unlikely that the text can be circulated this afternoon. It is therefore the

President's intention to .cancel the meeting that had been scheduled for tomorrow.

It is now expected that a draft resolution will be circulated tomorrow morning

so that the Assembly may meet on Wednesday morning to hear explanations of vote

and to proceed to the vote. The Assembly will then also consider the second

report of the Credentials Committee.
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On ~7ednesday atternoon the Assembly will resume its thirty-sixth session)

as announced last Friday~ to consider agenda item :;7, "Launching.ot global

negotiations on international economic co-operation tor dp.velopment"; and

agenda item 60, "United Nations Reliet and "7orks Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Near East"; as well as the recommendation otthe Economic and

Social Council regarding the enlareement ot the Executive Board ot the United

Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF).

The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m.




